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Puck
I Survived the Shark Attacks of 1916 (I Survived #2)
And Then Tiger Told the Shark
The Photographic Times
Presents a selection of more than 30 of the stories that appeared in
Drum during the 1950s. They depict the danger, the poverty and the
glamour of Sophiatown, where the New African, the tsotsi, the jazz
musician, the journalist and the writer, affirmed identity and style
and refused to submit to the government's determination to
'retribalize'.

Our Story Jets and Sharks Then and Now
Many times the Trobriand Islanders have been studied and written
about, but never before has their story been told this way, from the
inside, through the voices of understanding and belonging. Never
before has such a wealth of superlative photography presented the life
of the Kula Ring, with all its joyful lessons, a rich heritage of
practices for survival.
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Includes music.

Shark Lady
What would you do with a round-trip ticket to travel through time?
What if you could Re-write History Learn from their mistakes Eliminate
hidden barriers Break free from karmic patterns Multi-life Therapy is
a safe, easy way to do all that and more! This book chronicles real
peoples visits with other incarnations and their transformative
results. Marys fluid, engaging style transports you to Atlantis,
Egypt, Nazi Germany and even other galaxies. Each encounter with
emotional turmoil and unresolved conflicts carried forward from other
lifetimes bears gifts of enlightenment and triumph on many levels.
Marys pioneer work with Multi Life Therapy delicately taps the
resonating core of consciousness to reveal the interconnections of
karmic history, current reality and future potential. Do we have past
lives? Journals of a Healer goes far beyond that question to affirm
past-life regression and document the unlimited ways it can heal.
Anyone seeking to understand themselves will benefit from this
extraordinary book, which brings to light story after remarkable story
of past lives. In it, Mary Blake takes us on a guided tour of healing
through the power of Spirit and universal love. Through her work, she
has helped countless people find greater peace in this lifetimeand she
has helped them rewrite history, expanding love for the ages. - Debra
Engle, publisher, editor, coach and author of Grace from the Garden:
Changing the World One Garden at a Time Mary Blake is one of the
wisest women I know. I deeply value her as a member of my spiritual
family. Ilene Kristen, actress, director, producer, singer,
songwriter, New York City. Mary is a trailblazer who has helped
countless people in so many ways. She is my teacher, healer, spiritual
coach, and good friend, and has opened me to my own incredible path as
an intuitive healer. I am eternally grateful for all Ive gained from
her wise counsel, intuitive insights, and encounters together in the
realms f multi-dimensional consciousness. Steven Gottlieb, CNHP
(Certified Natural Health Professional), Intuitive Empowerment Coach,
Energy Psychology Specialist, Master Hypnotist, New York The amazing
lifetime I visited with Mary was the most life-changing spiritual
experience of my entire life. Aniello V. Grimaldi, esq,, Candidate for
U.S. President, New York City CosmicTourGuide.net

The Best Fishing Stories Ever Told
The Saturday Evening Post
The "Drum" Decade
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The Sketch
A teenager struggles through physical loss to the start of acceptance
in an absorbing, artful novel at once honest and insightful, wrenching
and redemptive. (Age 12 and up) On a sunny day in June, at the beach
with her mom and brother, fifteen-year-old Jane Arrowood went for a
swim. And then everything -- absolutely everything -- changed. Now
she’s counting down the days until she returns to school with her fake
arm, where she knows kids will whisper, "That’s her -- that’s Shark
Girl," as she passes. In the meantime there are only questions: Why
did this happen? Why her? What about her art? What about her life? In
this striking first novel, Kelly Bingham uses poems, letters,
telephone conversations, and newspaper clippings to look unflinchingly
at what it’s like to lose part of yourself - and to summon the courage
it takes to find yourself again.

Collier's
Alone
A collection of some of the greatest golf stories ever told features
true to life tales of the greatest golfers to ever play the game,
continuing the series started in And Then Jack Said to Arnie.

The Boy's Miscellany
The Melanesians
Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology to the
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution
In the Strange South Seas
The Churchman
"And Then Justin Told Sergio-- "
Journals of a Healer
Shark Girl
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The Reformatory Press
"List of publications of the Bureau of American Ethnology (comp. by
Frederick Webb Hodge)":

The adventures of Louis de Rougemont, as told by himself
Annual report of the Bureau of ethnology to the Secretary of the
Smithsonian Institution

Annual Report
One of New York Times' Twelve Books for Feminist Boys and Girls! This
is the story of a woman who dared to dive, defy, discover, and
inspire. This is the story of Shark Lady. One of the best science
picture books for children, Shark Lady is a must for both teachers and
parents alike! An Amazon Best Book of the Month Named a Best
Children's Book of 2017 by Parents magazine Eugenie Clark fell in love
with sharks from the first moment she saw them at the aquarium. She
couldn't imagine anything more exciting than studying these graceful
creatures. But Eugenie quickly discovered that many people believed
sharks to be ugly and scary—and they didn't think women should be
scientists. Determined to prove them wrong, Eugenie devoted her life
to learning about sharks. After earning several college degrees and
making countless discoveries, Eugenie wrote herself into the history
of science, earning the nickname "Shark Lady." Through her
accomplishments, she taught the world that sharks were to be admired
rather than feared and that women can do anything they set their minds
to. An inspiring story by critically acclaimed zoologist Jess Keating
about finding the strength to discover truths that others aren't
daring enough to see. Includes a timeline of Eugenie's life and many
fin-tastic shark facts! The perfect choice for parents looking for:
Books about sharks Inspiring nonfiction narrative books Role model
books for girls and boys Kids STEM books

LIFE
Kula
Presents a collection of true stories about such golf personalities as
Seve Ballesteros, Nancy Lopez, Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer, Gary
Player, and Sam Snead.

The Shark Callers
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Liberation Chabalala
Based on true events! It's the summer of 1916 and the Jersey shore is
being terrorized by a Great White shark. Can 10-year-old Chet and his
friends survive a swim in the local creek?In the summer of 1916, ten
year-old Chet Roscow is captivated by the local news: a Great White
shark has been attacking and killing people up and down the Atlantic
Coast, not far from Chet's hometown of Springfield, New Jersey.Then
one day, swimming with his friends, Chet sees something in the water.
. .

The Ladies' Home Journal
Top fishermen and writers contribute to this exciting new adventure
series!

The Youth's Companion
This level 2, elementary Penguin Reader contains 500 words and tells
the story of Amity, a quiet town near New York, that gets terrorized
by a great white shark. Policeman Brody is a good policeman and tries
to close the beaches, but people won't listen to him.

Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology to the
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution
Jaws
They came together to be rival gang members in a movie. They hadnt a
clue they were creating cinematic history. WEST SIDE STORY , winner of
ten Oscars including best picture. Is there anyone who doesnt know
this iconic film that transcends generations? Yet very little is known
about the rivaling Jets and Sharks, who were the backbone of the film
and without whom there is no WEST SIDE STORY . Little if anything is
known of how these gifted dancer/actor/ singers were chosen, their
audition experience, how each member was hand picked by Jerome Robbins
because their unique qualities fit his vision.

The Golden Argosy
Collects the golf stories of Ben Hogan, Nancy Lopez, Dave Marr, Jack
Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer, Ted Ray, Chi Chi Rodriguez, Tiger Woods, and
Babe Zaharias.

Close to Shore
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Fornander Collection of Hawaiian Antiquities and Folk-lore
The Wide World Magazine
Memoirs of the Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum of Polynesian
Ethnology and Natural History
LIFE Magazine is the treasured photographic magazine that chronicled
the 20th Century. It now lives on at LIFE.com, the largest, most
amazing collection of professional photography on the internet. Users
can browse, search and view photos of today’s people and events. They
have free access to share, print and post images for personal use.

Commercial West
Shark Island
Combining rich historical detail and a harrowing, pulse-pounding
narrative, Close to Shore brilliantly re-creates the summer of 1916,
when a rogue Great White shark attacked swimmers along the New Jersey
shore, triggering mass hysteria and launching the most extensive shark
hunt in history. In July 1916 a lone Great White left its usual deepocean habitat and headed in the direction of the New Jersey shoreline.
There, near the towns of Beach Haven and Spring Lake--and, incredibly,
a farming community eleven miles inland--the most ferocious and
unpredictable of predators began a deadly rampage: the first shark
attacks on swimmers in U.S. history. For Americans celebrating an
astoundingly prosperous epoch, fueled by the wizardry of revolutionary
inventions, the arrival of this violent predator symbolized the limits
of mankind's power against nature. Interweaving a vivid portrait of
the era and meticulously drawn characters with chilling accounts of
the shark's five attacks and the frenzied hunt that ensued, Michael
Capuzzo has created a nonfiction historical thriller with the texture
of Ragtime and the tension of Jaws. From the unnerving inevitability
of the first attack on the esteemed son of a prosperous Philadelphia
physician to the spine-tingling moment when a farm boy swimming in
Matawan Creek feels the sandpaper-like skin of the passing shark,
Close to Shore is an undeniably gripping saga. Heightening the drama
are stories of the resulting panic in the citizenry, press and
politicians, and of colorful personalities such as Herman Oelrichs, a
flamboyant millionaire who made a bet that a shark was no match for a
man (and set out to prove it); Museum of Natural History ichthyologist
John Treadwell Nichols, faced with the challenge of stopping a mythic
sea creature about which little was known; and, most memorable, the
rogue Great White itself moving through a world that couldn't conceive
of either its destructive power or its moral right to destroy.
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Scrupulously researched and superbly written, Close to Shore brings to
life a breathtaking, pivotal moment in American history. Masterfully
written and suffused with fascinating period detail and insights into
the science and behavior of sharks, Close to Shore recounts a
breathtaking, pivotal moment in American history with startling
immediacy. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Cosmopolitan
"Solitude is terrifying and awe-inspiring in Alone." —The Wall Street
Journal In April 2013, fifty-year-old Brett Archibald was on board a
surf-charter boat, making a night-time crossing of the remote Mentawai
Strait off Sumatra, Indonesia. In the middle of a storm, ill with
severe food poisoning, he blacked out. When he came to, he found
himself in the raging sea, sixty miles from shore. As Brett saw the
lights of his boat disappearing into the darkness, it became clear
that no one had seen him fall, and that no one would hear his shouts
for help. He was alone in the ocean. It would be eight hours before
his friends realized he was missing. At that point a frantic search
began for a single man somewhere in thousands of square miles of
heaving waves. The rough weather meant that no planes or helicopters
could assist in the search. According to the experts, he should have
died within ten to fourteen hours. Instead, Brett battled Portuguese
man o' war and jellyfish, sharks, seagulls, and the stormy seas for
more than 28 hours. Alone is the remarkable tale of his miraculous
survival and rescue. It is also the story of what it takes to defy
extraordinary odds and the incredible power of the human spirit.
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